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The Name of Award Sweaters

Recognized leaders in quality and craftsmanship, Wil Wite Award Sweaters are tokens of appreciation worthy of the schools presenting them and worthy of the honors the men have won.

Produced Exclusively By

Olympia Knitting Mills, Inc.

"At the End of The Old Oregon Trail"

Olympia - - - Washington
Margaret Alleman: "I see you have a stiff finger. What seems to be the matter with it?"

Ed Kendrick: "I can't bend it."

* * *

Win Williams: "The dentist said I had a very large cavity that needed filling."

Ed McCoy: "Did he recommend any special course of study?"

"He's always late."

"Yes it's inherited. Why his father is spoken of as the late Mr. Jones."

* * *

John Gynn: "Can't you take a joke?"

Carol Hanson: "Are you proposing?"

* * *

Soph: "I can't see how the Freshmen can keep their little caps on their heads."

Senior: "By vacuum pressure, I suppose."

* * *

Don't study when you're tired or have anything else to do;

Don't study when you're happy, for that would make you blue;

Don't study in the daytime and don't study in the night,

But study all the rest of the time all your main and might.

* * *

Miss Dilley: "Speaking of coinage, what is boullion?"

Ray Cooper: "Soup."

* * *

"Say, Joe, you're a broker; can't you give me a tip?"

"I know something that is now about twenty, and within six months I can guarantee it to be ninety."

"Sounds fine. What is it?"

"The thermometer."
Art Martin (to Mary): “Of course, dear, it’s only a rough idea of mine, but don’t you think that it’s possible there was such a thing as a typographical error in that cook-book of yours?”

Bonnie: “What makes you think he has a lot of money?”

Ernestine: “He always reads the left hand side of the menu first.”

“Yeah,” says Weary Willie, “I guess I got a charmed life all right. Went through the war without a scratch and ain’t been murdered once since I been livin’ in Chicago.”

Fond Papa: “Young man, are you thinking seriously about marrying my daughter?”

Don Cooper: “I wasn’t, sir, but believe me, I would before I did.”

“I thought,” said the Dean sternly, “that you were excused from classes a couple of weeks ago to attend your grandmother’s funeral.”

“I did,” replied the unblushing Frosh, “and d’you know, the poor old lady came within an inch of her life of being buried alive that time.”
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6th and Pine • At the Windmill

Tom Kegley: “Is your girl’s hallway lighted by gas or electricity?”

Rex West: “Gosh, now let me think.”

Jack Matteson: “Say, you can’t take that girl home! She’s the reason I came to the party.”

Frank Rostedt: “Well, you’ve lost your reason.”
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QUALITY LAUNDRY

A Good Laundry!

1316 North Eleventh Street
PHONE MAIN 1080

Fashion Hint
Why not let an arms conference determine the correct waist-line?

Chairman: “We want a girl to sell kisses at the bazaar. Have you had any experience?”
Ernie Goff: “I went to college.”
Chairman: “You’re hired.”

KIMBALL SPORTING GOODS CO.
— TACOMA, WASHINGTON —

The Outstanding Athletic Supply Store of the Northwest

In Terms of Aviation
Acquaintance—Observation plane.
Courtship—Pursuit plane.
Marriage—Battle plane.

* * *

Punctuation: A dash of acquaintance, a period of companionship and then—love, the perpetual question mark.

* * *

College Education
Freshman—Matriculated
Sophomore—Sophisticated
Junior—Emaciated
Senior—Satiated

* * *

Editor: “Did you make up this joke about the two Indians yourself?”
Dave Hopkins: “Yes, it’s aboriginal.”

* * *

Old lady on street-car: “Thank you for your seat, young man.”
Bob Scott: “That’s all right. This is hell week and I’d rather stand up anyway.”

* * *

Scotty Gordon: “There goes a man who swindled me out of fifty grand.”
Larry Grimes: “Yeah?”
Scotty: “Yeah. He wouldn’t let his daughter marry me.”

* * *

Len Richardson: Imagine this, Dick, here’s a man that thought that July the Fourth was one of our kings.”
Dick Zehnder: “Haw, haw, and what country was he king of?”

* * *

There was a young freshman from Ember Who came to the “U” in September.
Her hair was all fluff—
That girl knew her stuff—
She married the prof in December.
Lillian: "I'm sorry dear, but the dinner is just a little burnt tonight."
Don: "What? Did they have a fire at the delicatessen today?"

Doris Thue: "Did the audience show any feeling when you sang?"
Vivian Booth: "Yes, they began feeling for their hats."

Petting is contemptible, but a fraternity pin over the heart of a co-ed elevates it to love—which is divine!

The list of those who rule America is incomplete without the names of Carl Eshelman and Wilbur Goss.

One night, a number of years ago, Betty and John Bardsley were saying their prayers together. Suddenly Betty interrupted her prayer with, "Excuse me a minute, God, while I give John a kick."

Landlady: "Do you like that crazy quilt?"
Joe Ladley: "No, nor the damn' mattress, either."

Ed House: "I want a ten-cent chocolate bar."
Clerk: "Nuts?"
Ed: "Nuts yourself, you impolite oaf!"

"Yes, said Professor Slater to his class one balmy spring day, "it isn't the heat, it's the stupidity."

Bud Niesen: "I say, old fellow, why on earth are you washing your spoon in the finger-bowl?"
Pres Onstad: "Do you think I want to get egg all over my pocket?"

The Newest FASHIONS
The Best In QUALITY
The Aim Of FISHER'S "Acorna's Own Store"

Doctor H.: "I'll have to amputate your left hand and remove your stomach."
Dick L.: "Well, goodbye, paw, goodbye, maw."

Dean Lemon: "Have you ever been in trouble before?"
Milt Woodard: "Well, Mr. Perry fined me two cents the other day."

P. K. Pirret & Co.
Next to Winthrop Hotel
GOOD BOOKS FINE STATIONERY and ENGRAVING
College Memory Books and Photo Albums
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"Refresh Yourself"
with
Paul and Vera

Hartloff’s Confectionery
(Formerly McKown’s)  9704 North 31st
Light Lunches • Fountain Service

A word the the Wise is Sufficient.
Love is blind, but the house-mother
usually isn’t!

"I am sorry," said the dentist, "but
you cannot have an appointment with
me this afternoon. I have eighteen cavi-
ties to fill." And he picked up his golf
bag and went out.

Many years after graduating from his
alma mater a professor managed to ob-
tain a faculty position there. Both as a
new member of the faculty and as an
alumna he visited his old room in the
fraternity house.

"Same old double deckers," he mut-
tered, "same old bathrooms, same old
pictures, same old carpets."

Then he opened the door of another
room and found there a young student
and a beautiful co-ed.

"Er—meet my sister, professor," said
the student.

"Same old lies," muttered the profes-
sor again, backing out of the room.

The vacant lots which became mini-
ture golf courses are now miniature golf
courses which have become vacant lots.
They say that Glenn Downton is so much in love with Marguarite that he writes her letters with a soft lead pencil.

* * *

Fraternity House Motto:
If the tux fits, borrow it.

* * *

"Don't cry, Sonnie. Granpa will play Indian with you."

"But y-you won't d-do any good. Y-you're scalped already."

* * *

Herb Phenicie is studying Chinese in an effort to get his boiled shirt back from the laundry.

* * *

Portia Miller (at the Senior Sneak): "Oh, there's an ant in my coffee, will it hurt it?"

John O'Connor: "Hurt it? My gosh, woman, it'll kill it."

---

Quality Merchandise :: Personal Service
Right Prices

* * *

JENSEN'S
Men's and Boys' Shop
2716 Sixth Ave. Phone Main 2995

Catherine B.: "Would you put yourself out for me?"
Wade C.: "Of course I would."
Catherine: "Then would you? It's after twelve and I'm awf'ly sleepy."

* * *

It's the little things that bother us.
One can sit on a mountain but not on a tack.

---

HOME OF SPALDING ATHLETIC GOODS

Washington Hardware Co.
924 Pacific Avenue :: Tacoma, Wash.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE :: MECHANICS TOOLS

One hundred twenty-one
We heard of the following incident happening in one of the classes at our "collitch." A pupil was writing an examination. At the top of the paper appeared:

"Lord God of Hosts, be with me yet, lest I forget, lest I forget."

At the end of the paper he wrote:

"Lord God of Hosts was with me not, for I forgot, for I forgot."

* * *

History Prof.: "Who discovered America?"
Dorothy Nadeau: "Columbus."
Prof.: "And where is he now?"
Dorothy: "Ohio."

* * *

Jack Worden should really keep a sign on the back of his car reading: NOBODY HURT IN THIS WRECK.
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The Photographer

School Groups
Commercial
Photos

404 So. 11th St. - Main 3648

"The College Bank"

Central Bank

SIXTH AVENUE AT PINE
We wish to express our sincere appreciation of the privilege of doing the photographic work for this annual. It has been our constant purpose to render the best possible service at a moderate cost.

Hartsook

304 Townsend Building

F. H. Krug, Artist Phone Main 4493
The Publishers of this Annual have availed themselves of the
PARAMOUNT ANNUAL SERVICE
of the
TACOMA ENGRAVING CO.

Long experience in Annual building and unlimited personal attention to every detail make PARAMOUNT Annuals superior.

Paramount Annual Service is available only to a limited number of schools each year.

Our book "Annual Problems" is published annually with the very latest ideas in annual building.

We subscribe for a number of the leading annuals from different parts of the United States. We also have periodicals and other helps available to our Patrons.
The
Johnson-Cox Company

Congratulates the Tamanawas Staff on their excellent work and presents this annual as an example of Modern Printing done on Modern Presses

Johnson-Cox Company, 726 Pacific Avenue
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The Tamanawas of 1931 is the realization of the hopes and plans of the staff members. Every page, so quickly read and turned over, has meant conscientious effort, but the staff has cooperated in a way that has made the work enjoyable. We have tried to make this year-book a little bit better than any of those which have appeared at the College and we hope that the difference in length has been more than made up in the quality of the workmanship. If it meets with your approval it is all that we ask—we will feel that we have succeeded.

We cannot say too much about the assistance we have received from the engraver, the printer and the photographer. Mr. Brown, of the Tacoma Engraving Company, has given freely of his time, both in the shop and outside, to seeing that all details of the book were harmonious. His interest was not solely in the cuts but in the Annual as a Puget Sound publication, for he is an alumnus of the College.

Mr. Johnson and Mr. Cox, of the Johnson-Cox Printing Company, have been most kind, offering suggestions for the improvement of the Tamanawas and have given us excellent printing and binding. Mr. Miller, who is in charge of the Annual Department at Johnson-Cox Company was invaluable in helping to plan the book. Leonard Henzell has given us untold help and encouragement with the technical problems. The fine press work is the work of James E. Hayes, pressman for the same concern.

The individual photographs were taken by the Hartsook Studio and we are very much indebted to Mr. Krug, studio artist, who gave us such clear pictures and cooperated splendidly. Mr. Boland took the group pictures.

The cover, which was designed by the David J. Molloy Company, carries out the color motif and the modified modern art design of the interior art work.

To all those who have given so freely of their time and effort to make the Tamanawas of 1931 a success, we express our appreciation.